User Manual

MODEL: HS054
Basic Water Leak Detector

At a glance

Fitting Location

Installing your Device

1. Pull out the battery to make it idle.
2. Place it.

Using your device

Detecting dripping

Selecting water coverage

Removing the alarm

Click the button which could recover the power for alarm.

Low battery alarm

When the power capacity is less than 20%

If you have purchased extra the WiFi Smart Water Leak Detector, you could add these detectors to the original gateway

Specifications

- Size: 150 x 70 x 20 mm
- Operating Voltage: 3.7V
- Battery: CR2032
- Sensing Distance: 1m
- Response Time: 10s
- Humidity: 10-95%
- Temperature: -10°C to 60°C

- Dimensions: 1446.2 x 240.9 mm
- Weight: 0.1 kg

- 1-year warranty

Note: The detector will not work when the battery is empty.
When the sensor is paired successfully to the gateway, the app can push alerts remotely and it also provides more intelligent features:

Troubleshooting and Warning

Troubleshooting
The production does not work?
1. Pull out the isolation sheet before use.
2. Check the battery capacity.

Caution: That the product is limited technically.

Warning
1. Keep the device in the water.
2. Do not inhale or inhale water containing a sensor.